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Introduction
Most of these whores walk around with a puss on their face until their pretty little pussies are filled with
hard dick.  Only when they're getting fucked are their frowns almost turned upside down.  They love
feeling hot loads dripping down their tits and chins or pretty much wherever they have skin!  Cream
Happy hos are never satisfied unless they're cum-covered down to their toes!

Adult Review
The only thing better than sticking your dick in a whore�s sweet twat is when you finally pull out and spray-paint her face
with a thick white coat of cum.  Cum dodgers are not welcome in this neighborhood and anything less than a face full of jizz
is enough to get these sluts fired! Luckily these Cream Happy babes love to get cummed on as much as guys love to cum on
them!<br />  <br />  All of Cream Happy's 21 non-exclusive scenes have been ripped from some of the most popular
hardcore DVDs by top name porn producers.  Every episode is about half an hour long, and all have been encoded in several
different resolutions and formats.  Both MPG and WMV files are available as both in-browser streams and downloads.  None
of the downloads are protected by DRM, and new content is being added every second week.<br />  <br />  Most of the
updates at Cream Happy do not have high resolution picture sets.  A few do, but you'll really have to be in the mood to find
them.  All episodes do cum with hundreds of screen captures taken from the video, so checking these out is a great way to
preview the video update before you actually commit to watching it.<br />  <br />  Membership certainly has its privileges,
because full members are also entitled to access the huge network of additional XXX sites that appear on the right side of this
review.  These porn sites have loads of exclusive content.  And if that doesn't make you happy, you'll be able to find a Cream
Happy whore who will.

Porn Summary
Hot young sluts who love getting fucked won't give up until thick gooey splooge covers their cunts.  Cream Happy whores
are the best of the bunch!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Skanky bitches catching cumshots for a living'
Quality: 84  Updates: 80 Exclusive: 84 Interface: 82
Support: 83 Unique: 78    Taste: 80        Final: 81

Porn Sites Included
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Porn Niches
Cum Shots, Hardcore, Oral

Porn Site Review
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